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Editorials

by Lanny Ruck President and Dana Lane S/T
President’s Message

  
         Lanny and Dave at Business Meeting!

Greetings ... I hope everyone is well and happy as we
enter the final 5 months of 2011. However, as you can
plainly see from the cover page of this Special Edition,
this is a sad time as our beloved Founder passed away on
May 11 at the Albuquerque VA.  While there has not
been a newsletter since 2007 (Voigtsberger’s passing),
this tragic event warrants a Special Edition. I have
replaced my old picture from Quang Tri with the above
picture and most of this newsletter will be a tribute to
David B. Mussey!

The Lancer Association is still looking for someone who
is willing to attempt to revive the newsletter as I got very
frustrated in 2007 with the technical problems I was
experiencing (sometimes taking me 15 or 20 hours to do
a newsletter) and having to place pictures where a black
box obliterated 25 to 50% of the photo. The stress today
was severe when I could not place the picture of Dave I
wanted on page 1 and the above photo also had the
dreaded black box originally (by greatly reducing the size
of the picture, I hope I have solved that problem?).
Perhaps if this goes well, I shall continue to try to do
newsletters on a quarterly basis as we still have 6 or 7
Lancers who do not have computers.  Ron Eubank (69)
is one who called me recently wanting to know what had
happened to the Lancer Association (he may be in
Lexington as a result of the call)?  Suffice to say, despite
the untimely death of our Founder, the Lancer
Association is doing very well and in good financial shape
(Dana’s update to follow).

Besides all the information on Dave, there should be info
on the upcoming reunion in Lexington, some info and
pictures from recent reunions, MDL update, notice of
Elections, and miscellaneous items.  I note that in the

last newsletter I thought it was the first time an
individual had appeared on the cover of the newsletter.
While trying to collect a copy of all newsletters for
Lexington, I have learned that was in error . . . at least
one edition showed the back of the helmet of a single
pilot and another featured John Donaldson in night
vision goggles when we visited the MDL at their hanger!
In any event, please enjoy this newsletter as it could very
well be your last one!  In keeping with that theme, here
is a cut and paste from the Voigtsberger Newsletter:

“While I know we have had group pictures on the cover
of the Newsletter before, this may be the first time and
individual has appeared? I debated about this but decided
to do it for a variety of reasons: 1. To remember and
honor our recently departed Brother Lancer Larry
Voigtsberger and all our departed Brothers.; you can find
information about our departed Brothers, during tour and
after tour, on the homepage under various Memorial links
a n d  L a r r y ’ s  o b i t u a r y  a t :
http://www.thelancers.org/Memorial/lvobit.htm . 2.  To
specifically remind everyone that the older we get, the
more likely death becomes . . . no one gets out alive! Just
because medical advances have raised the average age of
death into the seventies or eighties (?), it doesn’t keep
middle age (50 - 65) people from dying daily, often from
stroke or heart attack while in seemingly perfect health.
I do know for a fact that once you die, you will not see
your Lancer friends at any reunion on this earth!  IF you
plan to see them somewhere else, you have a lot more
faith than I do!”  BTW, the link still works (Atta Boy
WW)!

In conclusion, the Lexington reunion is shaping up very
well and it appears we may have 10 or 15 Lancers. It is
not to late to join us - registration does go up an
additional $15 on August 2! 

Treasurer’s Report
Dana and Betsy Lane at
Reno in 2008!

Dana regrets he will not make Lexington account health
problems with his Mother-in-Law.  He has just sent a
check for $1000 to the 517 Memorial Fund and our
current balance is $1252.00. We received approximately
$1090 in Dave’s name and thank all those who
contributed.  Profit and Loss update MAY follow? 

http://www.thelancers.org/Memorial/lvobit.htm
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In Loving Remembrance

David Benjamin Mussey

September 27, 1947

May 11, 2011

He will be dearly missed by 

all who knew him for he 

touched so many lives with 

his caring vigilance

to help others.
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Dave’s Obituary

David Benjamin Mussey, SFC. (Ret).was born in New York
City, New York, (Bronx)

Sept. 27, 1947, resident of Ruidoso, New Mexico, passed
away in the V.A. Hospital in

Albuquerque, New Mexico on May 11, 2011. He is survived
by his wife Linda; daughter,

Letitia Mussey-Hitt, grandchildren Alex and Indigo Hitt of
Dallas, Texas, son Martin Mussey 

and wife Mary Cay, grandchildren Sarah and Erin Mussey
of Dallas, Texas. He is also survived

by his brother Sol Mussey and wife Barbara from Baltimore,
Maryland. 

Mr. Mussey was preceded in death by his youngest son
Robert. 

SFC Mussey served in the military from Dec. 7, 1966 to
May 27, 1982, during which time

he proudly served in the Vietnam War as a Crew Chief with
B Co. (Lancers) 158th

AVN. Battalion, 101st Airborne Division.

SFC Mussey received the Bronze Star, Air Medal /9,
Presidential Unit Citation,

Vietnamese Service Medal, Republic of Vietnam Civil
Action Honor Medal, Army Service

Ribbon and the Vietnamese Cross of Gallantry w/palm. He
also served 2 tours in the Republic

of Korea and received The Forces of Expeditionary Medal.

Mr. Mussey went on to become a Civil Servant and
supported the Military Air Defense as an 

Instructor while also serving as an EEO Officer and Union
Steward in El Paso, Tx. 

Mr. Mussey created and organized the Lancer Association
in 1994, bringing together the 

original Lancers of the Vietnam War while reaching out to
the current day Lancers for a united 

group of brothers.

Services will be at the Fort Bliss Cemetery in El Paso, Texas
on June 13th at 11:00 a.m.
In lieu of flowers the family requests a donation be sent in
his name to:
The Lancer Association, 119 Christy Rd., Portland, ME
04103-2807.

DAVID B. MUSSEY EULOGY

Hello, for those of you who don’t know me
my name is Lanny Ruck and Linda asked me to do a
short eulogy for Dave today. I will warn you up front
that I have mourned Dave’s untimely demise on May
11 enough; I am here to celebrate his life. While I
don’t anticipate this being as difficult as the eulogies
I gave for my Father and Mother, both of whom are
buried here at Ft. Bliss, taps is always very emotional
as my Father was a career officer and I am always
reminded of the Lancers who have made the ultimate
sacrifice during wartime . . . and those Lancers who
died after their tours!  

Essentially, Dave had three families; his real
family which includes his Wife, Children, Brother,
and blood relatives; he had his Civil Service family
whom he worked with for many years after he left
the Army; and he had his Lancer family that he
served with in Vietnam.  Obviously, I am part of the
Lancer family but therein lies the “rest of the story”
as Paul Harvey would say.  Dave sent me two letters
in 1999 addressed to “Dear Fellow Lancer”.   Dave
added a little hand written personal touch to the final
letter which read: “Lance, I’ve tried to contact you
by phone several times and have not heard from you.
Please visit the site & see what we have going on. If
you are not at all interested in any contact from
fellow Lancers, let me know & I’ll not bother you
any more. Thanks, Dave”. Dave was a very
intelligent person and back then I was too; intelligent
enough to realize this guy just politely said he’s
going to pester me until I call him!

I don’t remember any details but I obviously
did call him and we met for lunch. I, like most
Vietnam Veterans, buried my experiences so deep
that I didn’t want to talk about it or be with people
who did want to talk about it.  It was Dave’s
persistence that brought me out of my little shell and
changed my life for the better. While not a religious
person, it was like a friendship made in heaven . . .
you see Dave could fix computers and I could break
them! I became a life member of the VHPA and 101st
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Airborne Division Association and attended reunions
all over the country.  My daughters got to visit cities
like Denver, San Francisco, and Washington, DC
which they might not have otherwise seen had it not
been for Dave! 

In the very first year of talking with fellow
Lancers about our experiences in Vietnam, I finally
got closure . . . and by closure I mean I quickly lost
the guilt and shame that burdened me from Vietnam
years before it finally became acceptable, even
fashionable, to be a Vietnam Vet and officially be
welcomed home by our Government (which I
believed just happened within the last year)? I am not
the only Vietnam Lancer who feels this way as Dave
was the Founder of the Lancer Association which
got the Company back together again after so many
years. The card on the  wreath is addressed to “Our
Beloved Founder” and thanks him for not only
getting us together again but also for having the
vision to do it! The card concludes with the
statement he shall never be forgotten which is
generally reserved for those that gave the ultimate
sacrifice in war but is appropriate here because
Dave’s real legacy is the Lancer Association as a 501
( c ) 19 tax exempt military group. Dave filed the
application and it was approved around 2002. At the
Lexington 101st reunion in August we shall change
our Mission, Constitution and By-laws to allow the
Modern Day Lancers to become Association
members and they shall continue to support the B
Company Lancers of the 101st Division long after the
last Vietnam Lancer has joined Dave in that eternal
Hospitality Suite!

There are two reasons I must address Dave’s
true legacy. First, Linda has requested donations to
the Lancer Association in lieu of flowers. Second, no
one outside the Lancers really knows what this is
because it has taken on the qualities of it’s founder,
i.e., goes quietly about it’s business without ever
seeking any credit, publicity, or even solicitation
from outside our own group. The only  records to
date are those we have filed with the IRS yearly.

I can’t think of a more appropriate place than
Dave’s Eulogy to thank him and all the Lancers who
have contributed over the years. Since 2003, the
Lancer Association has donated well over $10,000 to
our active duty unit . . . $3500 to widows, $1500 for
memorials to their 9 KIA’s with more to come,
$1000 for each of 4 homecoming parties as they have
already served two tours in Iraq and two in
Afghanistan, $500 for sheets and bedding for enlisted
men, $600 in the name of Lancer KIA’s to the
Screaming Eagle Support Fund and Wounded
Warriors, and various other gifts to these brave
young men and women of our own B Company
Lancers. I estimate 95% has gone to the active unit
and the remainder for flowers and cards for Vietnam
Lancers. The Lancer Association intends to support
the active duty unit as long as it exists.

In the 11 years I knew Dave, I never saw him
raise his voice, get excited, or disrespect anyone.
Dave Mussey was a calm, caring, compassionate
person of intellect and his vision to make the Lancer
Association a 501 ( c ) 19 tax exempt military group
epitomizes and old adage “Charity Begins at Home”!
I can think of no group more worthy than the young
men and women who risk their lives to preserve our
freedom.  
Lanny Ruck, Randy Gilliam, and Tom McGee with wreath at
the reception at Lanny’s after Dave’s Funeral at Ft. Bliss
below:
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Tom and Judy McGee gave Linda and Randy beautiful
shadow boxes as Dave and Randy crewed for Tom for over
500 hours in Vietnam.  The shadow box below (hopefully)?

The Inscription Reads
“I did not pick these men. They were

delivered by fate and the military. But I know them
in a way I know no other men. I have never given
anyone such trust. They were willing to guard
something more precious than my life. They would
have carried my reputation.....the memory of me. It
was part of the bargain we all made.....the reason
we were so willing to die for one another. Such 

good men . . .     Unknown Author”
 I note Joe Galloway had this in his speech to the VHPA

Banquet in Orlando July 9th!  Great Speech . . .also

humorous! 

The Events and email 

Flight:  I have just received a call
from Linda Mussey that Dave is in the VA
Hospital at Albuquerque in critical
condition. Dave has been treated for
cancer for the last year or more but
wanted the condition kept from the group
other than Randy and I.  When I had
lunch with him several weeks ago he told
me the prognosis was very bad but he
hoped to survive long enough to make the
Reunion.  I am on my way to the VA here
to get my MRI records as I must have a
consultation in Albuquerque soon.  Linda
was at the RV Park when she called and
she will call me as soon as she sees him
this afternoon. IF his condition has not
improved, I intend to drive to
Albuquerque in the hopes of seeing him. 
I can give you no information right now
about flowers or get well cards but will
as soon as possible. Sadly, it appears
that Dave may pass away within the next
few days and I can only hope this is not
the case!  Lanny - 13.  PS:  Linda
reported he had no phone in his room,
that his cellular went dead, and that he
was unable to communicate when she saw
him last night.

Flight:  As I was in Albuquerque, I had
my daughter send the missive below about
Dave's passing; unfortunately, it went
to the Lancers FRG instead of the
Lancers Yahoo site.

I spent several hours with Dave on
Tuesday night and several hours with him
on Wednesday morning when they moved him
from emergency to hospice on the 4th
floor of VA Hospital. Dave had stage IV
melanoma (?) which had recently spread
to his brain causing severe headaches. 
They attempted an emergency radiation
treatment on his head Tuesday afternoon
with the hopes of doing more treatments
daily.  The first one put him into a
semi-coma and any further treatment was
futile.  He died about 4:21 PM on
Wednesday; his wife. Son, and Mark
Stoufel were present; Mark notified me
by phone as I was on my way to Pecos to
stay with a friend and get drunk.  Linda
decided not to follow Jewish tradition
and had the body cremated so the funeral
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could be at Ft. Bliss, Tx in 3 or 4
weeks.  

While I initially guessed Dave founded
the Lancer Association in the early
80's, Randy has advised he believed it
was 1994. I hope I can correct the
Obituary to reflect he founded it in
1994 . . . being fully aware that there
were others who participated (I was not
one of them as I did not join until
1999). I will have more information as
soon as it becomes available.

While I hope Lancers will be able to
attend the funeral, I believe Dave would
have preferred you attend the Lexington
Reunion IF you can't attend both!  Lanny
- 13

Lanny and all.... This is terrible news.

Dave was the first Lancer I made

contact with after ‘Nam (some 30

years after) and has always been

there for guidance as well as help

when needed. I feel terrible about

this and will offer my prayers for he

and his family. Please let me know if

there is anything at all that I can do. 

Ted Irvine 

I'm going where the sun keeps shining
Thru' the pouring rain
Going where the weather suits my clothes
Backing off of the North East wind
Sailing on summer breeze
And skipping over the ocean like a stone

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AzEY6ZqkuE
Sail on Dave, my friend

Reggie (Kenner)

Well what do you say? Dave was one of those guys
that lead by quiet and elegant grace. An example

that was good for all of us to emulate. Lanny
thanks for being there with the family representing
all of us. Dave will certainly be missed, let's all
make an effort to get together in Lexington for a
collective toast. 

Barry Beard

Was just looking at the very first post to this
Yahoo group from Dave. It was January 22, 2001,
36,211 messages ago. Because of the problems we
were having with the original listbot, I set up this
yahoo group as an alternative if they didn’t get the
listbot working correctly. John Donaldson and
Dennis Souza were one of the first to sign onto the
group after we set it up. Dave, John and I were
trying to figure out how the group all worked. 

There are lots of memories of Dave here and he is
going to be missed. But I just sorta think that Dave
being Dave is now kicking ass and taking names
trying to get those that went before organized and
getting everything setup for our arrival. Dave has
moved from this active group to another that needs
his steady hand. 

As long as the list is operational we will be able to
look back to not only Dave’ messages but the
others who aren’t on this earthly list anymore and
moved to the heavenly list.

Going to miss you Dave

Steve & Bobbi (Crimm)

My thanks to all those who played a part in the
establishment of the website, the letters, 

the finanial affairs, and the host of other items
necessary to allow us to communicate together
after all these years.
I, as some others, was not aware of those, by
names, who were the "founders" of our site and
played such an integral part in our getting back
togeter. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AzEY6ZqkuE
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For those who were a part of our founding I
express my deepest thanks to you for your efforts.

John Meisner

Hello Lance, 

We just received the very very sad news on Dave. I
am sorry, I know you and he were very very dear
friends. This is Karie, Terry Willmans wife. Terry is
sitting next to me here on the couch as I type you. 

We both wanted to know if you have an address as to
where we can send our condolences to Linda and their
son. 

I didn't know Dave that well but I sure enjoyed meeting
him at the functions we were at and talking with him. 

Take care and thank you on any info you may have. 

Karie and Terry 

"Lord, my life is yours. Live through me, guide me,
speak to me, and show me the way." 

RIP DAVE... You will be sorely missed. 
Brothers, we lost a good man, lost but NEVER

 FORGOTTEN..  Brian Weltch (MDL)

I credit Dave for getting us all back together, and
the ensuing catharsis that has taken place for many
of us, myself included.  Bill Walker

Ah . . . cartharsis (A purifying or figurative cleansing of the
emotions) Yep . . . always one that has to send you to the
damn dictionary! (Hehe)

My heart is with Dave and family, I will always
remember him, my Lancer friend.

From far South, my thoughts and prayers are with
you. 

Juan Souto 

(Huey friends in Buenos Aires, Argentina.) 

Well, I could continue this for several more pages but
I am sure you all realize what Dave has meant to this
group.  There will be more than one toast to Dave in
Lexington and quite a few good cigars smoked as we
cherish our memories of Dave and the good times we

have had together these last 10 to 20 years!  Opps . .
. one more account I really liked the “driven” part of
this email!

Concur. I found the website in early 1999 when
there were fewer than 20 people on board – before
the “Count” arrived. Dave put it together and got it
online. Others (especially Gary) were there helping
from the beginning; but Dave followed through and
got this whole thing started. I had an early e-mail
from him where he talked about being driven to do
it, but my printed and computer copies were lost
during some of my cross country moves and
several computer deaths ago. I have visited the
Lancer Facebook page. I don’t know who set it up,
but it is Vietnam era. Bruce (Nesmith)

And now . . . a little picture gallery:

Dave and Walter White above
Dave and Russ Balisok 
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Dave proudly displays our new Lancer Banner in Jan
of 2005; this photo appeared on the Cover of
Newsletter Volume 6 Issue 1.

Paul Cole, Dana Lane, Lanny, Dave, Reggie Kenner,
and Roger Olson in Hospitality Suite in Reno 2008!

Stephen Smith and Dave after business meeting in
Nashville!

L to R. Ken Peterson, Paul Cole, Don Pipes, Lanny,
Dave, Unknown (CRS), Randy Gilliam, and Bill
Walker (always with a drink?) at Indy Avn. Dinner.

Dave and Linda Mussey at Avn Dinner in Indy
2010. Below is Group photo Reno in 2008!

Sorry for poor quality of some photos once reduced
to fit in these tiny spaces . . . see a clear one in
Lexington!
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Modern Day Lancers - B/5/101
If you read the editorials you know that the
Lancer Association is still supporting the
active duty unit in any way we can.  Most
recently (yesterday July 25th) Dana sent a
check for $1000 to help with the Memorial
for the 517 crew that died in Afganistan on
9/21/10.  Four Navy Seals and 5 Lancers
died in the crash . . .Rob Baldwin, Matt
Wagstaff, Jonah McClellan, Josh Powell, and
Marvin Calhoun. For those of you who
receive the newsletter at home (no computer)
you may support this project by donating to
the Lancer Association or directly at:

http://www.gofundme.com/517Memorial

Bruce and Peggy Nesmith represented the
Association at a remembrance ceremony at
Ft. Campbell on November 12, 2010.  We
also supported the MDL again with their
fourth homecoming party on March 19,
2011 albeit no one was able to attend from
the Vietnam Lancers.

We have invited the MDL to Lexington and I
believe that may happen based upon facebook
interaction today. I have rushed this
newsletter in hopes of getting it to you 6 or 7
still living in the Stone Age wherein you may
join us in Lexington.  Ah . . . you guys have
phones . . . TV’s? (hehe) Come to Lexington,
we will show you how to use a computer . . .
can’t be that hard if I can do it . . . not too
well of course if this Newsletter is the
example!

Sorry, I did not have time to do the after action
reports from any of the recent reunions while they are
all still available on the Yahoo Site. However, there
should be an excellent one after Lexington . . . be a
part of it!
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If you have any questions or comments
concerning this Newsletter or any other
matter concerning the Lancer Association,
feel free to contact any of the Officers.

IF you would like to make a donation to the
Lancer Association simply send it to Dana
Lane; all donations are tax deductible!

LancerS
   is published quarterly by whomever we
 can get to do it, right now it is the President
and he is desparately looking for a replacement?

Lancer Association Officers

Lance E. Ruck, P
4704 Post Road
El Paso, TX 79903-1530
ph 915-565-9741
leruck@elp.rr.com

Walter White, VP*
4135 Hunters Glen
San Antonio, TX 78218-1571
ph 210-967-4011
w_a_white@yahoo.com
*Webmaster

Hang in there and always have a nice day!
            Dana Lane, S/T
            119 Christy Lane

         Portland, ME 04103
         ph 207-797-4646
         Lancer55@aol.com

mailto:leruck@elp.rr.com
mailto:w_a_white@yahoo.com
mailto:Lancer55@aol.com
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